
Total Photography Control

Known for best-in-class digital asset management and RAW processing power, ACDSee Photo Studio for Mac 
5 gives you instant, import-free access to your photos. Flexible organizational tools to satisfy any workflow, 
lightning fast non-destructive adjustments, drag and drop searching, sleek customizable batch presets, and 
RAW support for over 450 camera models are just a few of the elements that make ACDSee Photo Studio for 
Mac 5 the must-have image editing software on the macOS.

RAW Parametric Power

Take your RAW images from rough sensor data to eye-catching digital art with 
ACDSee Photo Studio’s powerful RAW engine. With built-in RAW support, you’ll have 
the freedom to parametrically correct exposure, clarity, sharpness, lighting, color, 
noise, details, and much more.

Control Your Collection

Make your own photography workflow rules with extensive tools for moving, finding, 
sorting, and sharing. Sort by date, rate images to keep track of your best work, and set 
categories and keywords using the method that works for you. Organize your collec-
tion, find duplicates to save space, view and edit EXIF and IPTC information, and 
embed your own metadata. Identify individual images for further processing with 
customizable color labels and visual tags.
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Location, Location, Location

The Map pane displays the location where your images were taken using embedded latitudi-
nal and longitudinal information, allowing you to isolate groups of files by region for processing. 
You can also drag and drop images onto the map to geotag them. Geotagged images are 
conveniently displayed using pins. Select a pin on the map and use the Reverse Geocode 
function to write the location data to the corresponding IPTC fields in just three clicks.

Filter By
Quickly single out and display files by 
their metadata, such as ratings, color 

labels, tags, and categories. This 
essential component of digital asset 

management will also identify images 
by the metadata they don’t have, such 

as “no keywords”, “untagged”, and 
“uncategorized”.

Compare Images
Highlight the similarities and the 

differences in up to four images at 
once with the Compare Images 

tool. Use zooming and panning to 
identify which images to keep.

External Editors
Easily configure ACDSee to work 

with a variety of other image 
editors. Specify a default editor, 

and then promptly open images in 
other applications right from inside 

Manage or View mode.

Multiple Databases
Create as many ACDSee databas-

es as you like, and swiftly and 
smoothly switch between them.

Batch Add Watermark
Claim your work by adding 

watermarks to your images. Adjust 
size, position, and opacity for the 
perfect signature, and save your 
settings as a preset. Apply it to 

one, many, or all.

Batch Add Border
Frame your favorite photos in 

batches with the Batch Add Border 
tool. Customize the color, texture, 
and thickness of your border, and 

choose from nearly 100 unique 
edges to complement your shots.

Import Database
Don’t lose hours of cataloging just 

because you want the latest 
software. Import your database 
from version 3 or 4 of ACDSee 
Photo Studio for Mac and keep 

right on working.

Image Basket
Gather and hold images from 

different locations or folders in the 
Image Basket. Once you have your 
desired assortment, you can use 

any of the tools or features in 
ACDSee to view or edit these files.

Auto Advance
Manage entire folders without ever 

moving your hands from the 
keyboard. With Auto Advance, 
adding metadata will move the 

focus to the next image in the File 
List pane, allowing you to seam-

lessly organize.


